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Tips for Taking Care of Your Jewelry - What You
Must Do for the Shiny Jewelry

In the modern society, jewelry has become a woman's friend. Jewelry, as a symbol of status
and taste, is becoming more and more important to the modern female ladies and should be
cherished well. However, lots of people do not have the enough knowledge to take care of the
jewelry and as time goes by, the once gorgeous or delicate jewelries have lost their shine.
Under this case, however much you once loved your rings, bracelets and necklaces, you have
to put them aside as they no longer could signify your status and taste. Here, I'd love to share
with you some of experiences in maintaining the jewelry.
Generally, you should keep on mind that jewelry, like your nails or hair, needs to be taken care
of. With this basic concept on mind, you could proceed to some details of the maintenance.
Never throw jewelry stores , bracelets, or necklaces to the counter when you are taking it off at
night. The thrust could rub the shine from your adornments. You should take it off gently and
put it into the original container or your jewelry box. This act could also protect your precious
jewelry from the dust during the night.

Wash it regularly. But you should not wash it with acid or corrosive fluid. Use a piece of damp
cloth and gently wash it. Take jewelry stores to those intervals between the joints or the rough
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surfaces for they are the places where dust and dirt hide.
Take it to the jewelry store and clean it. If you hate the burden of cleaning the jewelry by
yourself, this is a good alternative. After all, the professionals in the jewelry store could take a
better care of the precious items.
After what has been talked about in the above, do you have a clear mind about good jewelry
maintenance now? Hope they are useful to you.
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